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A world in disruption

As COVID-19 has spread, we have 

had increasing requests from our 

clients to help them navigate this 

new reality: the pandemic has 

implications for every brand and 

organization. Local or global. Big 

or small.
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How to plan ahead in 

times of uncertainty?

What are we seeing around us?

• Initial puzzlement & bewilderment for the unexpected and 

rapidly growing emergency…

• Strategies being disrupted and subverted by the lock-

down

• Access to an endless and overwhelming pool of sources 

and data, that rapidly grew, to tell what is happening right

now – sentiment, behaviours, attitudes, needs in the now
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IS THIS THE TIME TO STOP AND WAIT?  

MOST PEOPLE WILL TELL YOU SO.

WE WON’T.

It’s just the right time to prepare to what will 

come after.

What will help brands to grow strong again, is to 

plan their (new)  future strategies.
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What we know so far

Learnings from China, as well as early data from the rest of the world suggests three long term 

implications

New consumer & 

shopper behaviours

High expectations of brands & 

corporations

Unknown recovery curve

People are consuming new things, 

consuming and buying in different ways and 

engaging differently too. Some of these new 

behaviours will stick – you need to be able 

to act & adapt ahead of these changes

People now expect brands and businesses 

to do more - to help supply chains, 

employees, communities, government, and  

society.

Different markets are experiencing different 

journeys – they could be V shaped, U 

shaped or something else.

Key is to plan and then act & react 

accordingly 

1 2 3
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Getting grip on uncertain futures

Scenarios – when done right – paint the extreme plausible futures



4 Possible 
Futures

People Point of View

These scenarios were developed by examining two key 
uncertainties:

– How the virus behaves in the form of the frequency 
of the outbreak i.e. a one-time outbreak or repeated, 
recurring outbreaks

– How people behave in the form of their emotional 
reaction i.e. controlled response or panicked 
response to what is going on

The scenarios should be read as a set exploring the 
boundaries of possibilities—they are like the “tent pegs” 
at the corners of the future. It is possible that the future 
will actually contain elements of each of these scenarios 
or that different scenarios become more dominant in 
specific geographies over time.

FREQUENCY

One-Time 
Outbreak

FREQUENCY

Recurring
Outbreaks

Panicked REACTION,

as systems struggle to absorb impact

Controlled REACTION

as systems manage to absorb impact

SCENARIO 2

Panic 
Attack

SCENARIO 3

Recurring 
Nightmare

SCENARIO 1

Close 
Call

SCENARIO 4

Brave New 
Reality
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• The public health system is strained by COVID-19 but doesn’t break

• Lockdown measures heeded by public combined with testing control disease outbreak

• Public / Private sector partnership and innovation allow healthcare / food systems to largely 
cope

• Moderate recession takes hold but worst avoided by intense Govt action 

• Consumer confidence rebounds relatively quickly with splurging once worst of outbreak is 
over in late summer due to pent up demand

• This is particularly the case where Governments intervened quickly devised plans that 
allowed the majority of workers to get paid and keep their source of income during the 
peak of the crisis.

Close Call

SCENARIO 1

One-Time Outbreak, 
Controlled Reaction
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• National and municipal authorities are unequipped to handle public hysteria caused by 
the pandemic. 

• Health systems around the world are not resilient enough to withstand the worst of the 
outbreak.

• Consumer panic and societal fear are the dominant feelings

• Those must vulnerable and without a safety net suffer most and there are sparks of social 
unrest in some countries.

• A global recession ensues as fear overpowers attempts to shore up the economy. 

• Many SMEs, including the self-employed struggle to survive the crisis. Big businesses and 
those at the opposite end of the social spectrum appear to be relatively less impacted.  

Panic Attack

SCENARIO 2

One-Time Outbreak, 
Panicked Reaction
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• The initial 2020 pandemic causes a substantial economic downturn

• Before the economy & healthcare systems can fully recover, the next wave of outbreaks begin & 
consumers’ anxiety levels spike

• Health systems & supply chains come under extreme pressure as each new outbreak overloads 
systems that are far too slow to adapt. 

• Markets & consumers lose confidence as there is little sign of an effective vaccine. Society 
begins to tire of controls & failing systems

• Businesses have to adjust to cycles that oscillate between consumers socializing & splurging, 
with consumers distancing & hibernating. 

• Governments in some markets face mass social unrest. Parts of society are increasingly feeling 
like they are left to fend for themselves with no social safety net to fall back on. 

Recurring Nightmare

SCENARIO 3

Recurring Outbreaks, 
Panicked Reaction
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• Absence of an effective vaccine means that outbreaks continue to occur in many markets 

• Society recognizes that the best way to contain the impact of the disease is to comply with a series 
of measures & widespread testing 

• We develop new habits for work, travel & socialising, increasingly embedded as new norms. 

• Public & private sector come together to make systematic changes to adapt to the recurring pattern 
of outbreaks. 

• New regulations focus on sanitation & cleanliness as well as greater control of movement & travel, 
particularly in peak periods. 

• In most markets each outbreak is smaller than the previous one, so people see the benefit of 
observing these new behaviors. 

• Economic downturn during the initial 2020 outbreak is severe. Demand in many sectors not getting 
back to pre-2020 levels. 

Brave New Reality

SCENARIO 4

Recurring Outbreaks, 
Controlled Reaction
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Scenario planning anticipates your reaction NOW and NEXT

1. Analysis of potential scenarios & impact on our business

2. Anticipate your strategy

---- ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE -----

1. Analysis of potential scenarios & business impact



WHAT WE OFFER

New set of information New Future scenarios

Update on the latest Kantar research reports:
• Scenario planning : “Anticipating the Balance”
• Barometer updates: “Covid-19 Monitor”
• EVA social listening analysis: “We Stick 

Together by Staying Apart”

Analysis of how the potential scenarios for the 
crisis could unfold.
• Implications for consumers & customers
• Proxy parameters to assess move towards predicted 

scenario

Strategic Actions & Roadmap

Concrete actions to take to keep the business rolling.
• Actions to currently take during the crisis and pandemic
• Actions to take in the next phase of recovery

A clear and easily updateable roadmap to navigate the 
coming period. Clear steps to take and objectives to 
reach.

All workshop materials designed for virtual collaboration

Brought to you by the combined strengths of Kantar Insights and Kantar Consulting divisions 13



OUTPUT:
Aligned global framework

Step 0:
ALIGN ON CURRENT 

STATUS

Step 1A:
UNDERSTAND THE NEW REALITY

COVID FUTURE SCNARIOS

COVID-19 BAROMETER

ADDITIONAL SOURCES
- Internal
- External (eg. EVA/Stan) 

• Evaluate and 
chose for 1 or 2 
scenarios to act 
upon

• Define clear 
assumptions

• Identify business 
impact

• Distill key insights 
and integrate 
findings

• Constantly 
monitor evolution

Step 1b:
BUILD CATEGORY-SPECIFIC 

SCENARIOS

NEW SCENARIO SITUATION

• Build a new aligned Scenario 
based on which to make 
impact choces

• Consider eventually to build 
2-3 alternative back-up 
scenarios

STEP 2:
REVISE MKTG MIX DRIVERS  & BUILD COVID 

ROADMAP

REVISED MKTG MIX DRIVERS

Review critically all current Mktg mix drivers and decide on key 
changes both NOW (short-term ) and NEXT (medium-long term)

Build a revised Mktg Plan , with defined actions and 
responsabilities

COVID ROLLING ACTION PLAN

HOW   - Potential Approach

• Make explicit which 
corrective actions 
were made already 
in current plans

• Identify 
assumptions and 
hypotheses used to 
create the new Mktg 
Plan

• Involve a limited but 
diverse group of 
people to create a 
comprehensive 
revision

Brought to you by the combined strengths of Kantar Insights and Kantar Consulting divisions 14



SCENARIOS
to plan the uncertain

why it makes sense to 

GET ON WITH IT

THE POWER OF BRANDS
even in a crisis
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The time is now for all brands to start planning beyond the crisis.

Early Mid Late

Crisis Recovery New normal

Strategy Agile Adaptations Informed Transformation 

Short-term Medium-term Long-term

We are here
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With great power comes 
great responsibility
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Be practical and 
realistic and help
consumers in their 

everyday life

Attack the crisis and 
demonstrate that it 

can be fought

Be an example and 
guide the change

30% 18% 17%

Brands should…

- 4% + 1% + 2% + 1% + 3% - 3%vs. W1:

Use their knowledge 
to explain and 

inform

13%
Be optimistic and 

think in an 
unconventional

way

12%
Reduce anxiety and 

understand 
consumers’ 
concerns

10%

W1 = Wave 1
Fieldwork 18-19 of March 2020

W2 = Wave 2
Fieldwork 27-30 of March 2020 19
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2
The current situation 
concerns me hugely

The current situation 
does not concern me 
at all

The current situation is 
impacting my day-to-day 

life

The current situation is not 
impacting my day-to-day life 
that much

I am worried about falling 
sick no matter how much 

I take care of myself

I am confident that I will stay 
safe by taking precautions and 
looking after my hygiene

W1

W2

W1

W2

W1

W2

W1 = Wave 1
Fieldwork 18-19 of March 2020

W2 = Wave 2
Fieldwork 27-30 of March 2020

Following new government regulations, the Dutch now experience a bigger 
impact on their day-to-day lives. General concern remains stable; roughly 75% 
of the Dutch are at least somewhat concerned with the situation
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About half the population have a positive intention towards diet and mental 
wellbeing? 

In terms of eating habits at home…

Tries to eat healthier

Does not snack more during the day

Does not care less about their diet

In terms of managing mental health…

Tries to exercise more

Reads more

Tries to get as much sunlight as possible

Focuses on personal development 

Sleeps more

53%

45%

41%

53%

37%

32%

22%

20%

Higher among age 
group 18-34

Higher among age 
group 18-34

Higher among age 
group 55+

Higher among age 
group 55+

Higher among age 
group 18-34

Higher among age 
group 55+

Higher among age 
group 18-34

W2 = Wave 2
Fieldwork 27-30 of March 2020 21
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What can we learn from Nike’s 4 step response strategy?

Containment
Stores close and business shifts 

online, digital only launches, 
Nike Training Club app

Return to growth
Adapting digital and physical 
strategies in ways that match 

consumer needs

Recovery
Transitional phase in which 
stores begin to reopen but 
caution is still warranted.

Normalisation
Business returns to pre-crisis 
levels, but some consumers 

continue to prefer digital.
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Now what?  Wondering how to navigate this 
unknown, uncertain, unprecedented future?

You’re not alone. 



Human strategies in a time of crisis 

Fight 
and activate

Strengthen 
and lead

Strategise 
and plan

Preserve 
and defend

Collaborate 
and accept

Avert and 
deflect

People are not all the same… there is 
not a single generic response to a time 
like this. 

A NeedScope lens can help us 
understand how different people may 
respond. 

We can also see how brands have 
responded to recent crises in each 
space.

These responses offer clues as to how 
brands can respond to the current 
crisis in ways that meet the emotional 
needs of their audiences.
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Moments give us opportunities

Focussing on moments is key 
to navigating an increasingly 

complex world where the 
context has changed.
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The choices you make and experiences you have depend on the moment
Look for the moment in new occasions, new channel behaviours, New Category Entry Points

Morning coffee Homeschool lunchtime Work drinks

27



1. Identify 3. Activate2. Optimise

We cannot ask consumers to predict the future for us, but we can 
stay close and identify what is important to them 
We can respond to consumer’s needs from our brand’s position of strength
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The moments that matter are those which the market doesn’t 
recognise or satisfy. And as we head into the recovery phase 
they will be the moments that are emotionally charged.  

Finding those moments ahead of time will need to be done 
qualitatively and projectively to be properly understood.

To identify the 
moment, you must 

first find and 
measure it
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Finding and measuring the moments that matter
Once well defined through qualitative, NeedScope quant helps you measure the moment precisely

Special occasion/celebration

“People come from far and wide to celebrate something –
friends and family, young and old – all inspired by the 
importance of the occasion”.

Size of the moment:
Frequency: 27 million occasions p/a
Volume: 17 million litres p/a
Value: $280 million p/a

Volume share of the moment:
Client portfolio: 12% vs 22% total market
Competitors: 12% vs 22% total market
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NeedScope’s greatest strength is helping you optimize a moment by 
unlocking its emotion. 

Ask consumers direct questions about these moments and you’ll get 
consistent answers about speed, efficiency, nutrition, comfort and 
so on. Taken at face value this will lead to generic solutions – they 
may provide some short term gains but they won’t be sustainable 
and they won’t build irresistible brands. 

But the brand that succeeds will be the one who understands the 
emotional need underlying the moment 

To optimise the 
moment, you must 
unlock its emotion
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Friday night drinks with colleagues    

Unlocking the emotion of the moment identifies real brand opportunities

Let loose

Bond

Take comfort Reflect 

Take pride

Break rules

32



As marketers stretch their brands across more moments and 
more touchpoints, it becomes harder to maintain a consistent 
aligned brand 

As we step into new territories of emotion and unprecedented 
context, each message across the whole marketing mix –
packaging, comms, POS – needs to come together to build 
your brand’s long term irresistibility

Successful 
activation uses 
emotion to align 

messages across 
moments
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The brand is positioned in RED but only 3 of its 5 touchpoints are well aligned with this. 

Ensuring message, style and emotion are consistent.

Aligning the touchpoints that reach different moments creates a cohesive brand

Packaging

Social Media

Promos

Website

App

70

88

75

51

39

21

Fi
t I

nd
ex

Target

>70 50-70 <50 WeakGood Reasonable
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Unlock the emotion of the moment.

Use this time to engage with consumers, understand how they 
are feeling, because it is the feelings that will unlock the power 
of the moment. 

Anywhere there is high emotion, there will be a moment.
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The best way to predict the future is to create it
Abraham Lincoln
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OVERWHELMED YET?
a summary of media effectiveness now and after C19
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SCENARIOS
to plan the uncertain

why it makes sense to 

GET ON WITH IT

THE POWER OF BRANDS
even in a crisis
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We have seen great example of brands getting on with it, displaying an 
impressive use of distinctive assets along the way.

Kruidvat

a.s.r.

Skyscanner

IKEA
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Still, marketing budgets have taken a tumble worldwide with traditional media 
taking the biggest hit.

Source: WARC Global marketing index – March 2020

A fall from growth to decline in marketing 
budgets across regions.
Marketing budgets by region

Globally marketeers cut traditional media 
while shifting spend to online.
Global marketing budgets by region
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GroupM forecasts declines in Dutch media spend across channels.

Source: GroupM calculations & Forecast – The Netherlands 20th March

Impact media spend Q2 FY

Restrictions end in June
Fast recovery -25% -8%

Restrictions end in June, 
Slow recovery -27% -14%

Prolonged restrictions, slow 
recovery -28% -20%

Fall in spends in crisis times, forecasted to be 
greater in case of (further) downturn… 
Scenarios media spend 2020 vs. 2019

…that is expected to negatively impact all 
media.
Scenarios media spend 2020 vs. 2019
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Ironically as spends decline, claimed media consumption increases for most 
media. 

Stable usage of medium type Net score for increased minus decreased usage of medium type

Changes in claimed media consumption among users

+6% +10% +1% -1% -14% = -1% +3% +3% -2% +3% +7% +12% +2%
vs.
W1:

W1 = Wave 1
Fieldwork 18-19 of March 2020

W2 = Wave 2
Fieldwork 27-30 of March 2020

46 48
63

74

41

66 62 55 60 55
72

58 61 60
45

35
12

-2

-45

10 11 29 26 33 26
36

23
36

TV TV on
demand /
streaming

Newspaper Magazines Cinema Radio Online /
Streaming

radio

Social
network

Online videos Websites E-mail Instant
messaging
systems /

apps

Listening to
podcasts /
streaming

music

Internet
surfing
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And this increase is expected to stay as consumers settle into to the new in-
home reality.

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

LATE MID EARLY

Global - Claimed Increase by Crisis Phase

Source: Kantar C19 Barometer, global data, markets classified as early, mid, late crisis 43



The paradox at play; more eyeballs, less ads.

Source: SKO, GfK Infomart  - taken from GroupM’s C19 monitor.

TV viewing increases across age groups…
Linear viewing time / minutes per day

…but GRP sales does not follow.
GRPs by sales house
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Similarly with news consumption sky-rocketing, ad sales stagnate.

Source: NOBO/Kantar

Strong increase in news consumption makes 
online news surpass Facebook for the first 
time…

…but ‘brand safety’ concerns are said to block 
advertisers from investing in these sites.
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66% 63% 58% 57%

With consumers upping their media consumption, what should marketeers 
do?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

National media channels

Government agency websites

My doctor

International advisory body websites

Pharmacist

Digital Healthcare platforms (free)

My healthcare provider

My friends and family

Social media - people I know

Healthcare phoneline

Digital Healthcare platforms (paid)

Social media - influencers

What are your most trusted sources of information about Coronavirus?

W1 = Wave 1
Fieldwork 18-19 of March 2020

W2 = Wave 2
Fieldwork 27-30 of March 2020

Advertising should…

Use a reassuring 
tone

Inform about their 
efforts to face the 

situation

Show how they can be 

helpful in the new 
everyday life

Should talk about 

brands like they have 
always done
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Recent survey of World Federation for Advertisers shows companies are busy creating corona 
campaigns. I doens’t have to take long as Birds Eye proved in 16 days using stock footage.

Source: WFA Survey on Brand's response to COVID19 crisis, March 25-30 2020. 
https://www.marketingweek.com/birds-eye-responsibility-advertising-coronavirus/

But: we would recommend to test before going live.

47
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Reach, 
25%

Frequency, 
16%

Media synergy; 
9%

Creative quality, 
50%

Source: analysis of Kantar global CrossMedia database (151 campaigns)

Drivers of salience: 
Overall campaign 

level

Having the right creative 
will be crucial 
(as always) 
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Luckily we find you don’t need fundamentally different ads, just remember to keep true to 
yourself;  we have seen good corona ads, but you don’t have to make one.

Advertisement does not need to specifically reference coronavirus

Seeing ads can help people mentally escape from the crisis

No need for new ads: old ads and footage can work just as well

Exploit the crisis to your own benefit

Keep advertisement in line with previous campaigns and your brand values This will backfire, like for RUMAG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cep
FDERqs8Y&feature=emb_logo

When considering continuing spend, consider that… And don’t…
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The risks of not
getting on with it
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Analysis of company performance during past recessions reveals that investing is the best 
thing you can do to grow market share and profit once the recession is over. 

Source: PIMS database analysis. 
Also see IPA’s Peter Field: https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/blog/linkedin-news/2020/advertising-in-recession-long-short-or-dark

Cost Area Winning Strategy (vs. Market Size)

Marketing Increase

R&D Increase

New Products Increase

Relative Price Hold

Customer Preference Improve relative to market average

Admin Cut

Fixed Assets Hold / Cut

Working Capital Hold / Cut
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There’s two media planning scenario's that ensure continuity

Adapted from WARC - COVID-19: Three scenarios for the impact on media planning  and GroupM - Coronavirus: Considerations for Marketers

Spend is maintained without 
significant shifts. 

• Ensuring relevancy of 
message for brand is key.

• Rely on agencies to 
understand and optimize 
reach (overlaps) & frequencies 
in light of changing media 
habits.

Spend is reallocated
significantly, shifting objectives.

• Clever reallocating is key.
• Budgets shift away from 

affected media into more 
digital.

• Brands may apply caution
before committing to bigger 
TV spend.

• Risk of shift in focus to 
short-term.

Spend is moved towards the 
second half of the year

Spends are 
significantly reduced or cut.
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Adapted from WARC -
WFA Survey on Brand's response to COVID19 crisis, March 25-30 2020.

COVID-19: Three scenarios for the impact on media planning and GroupM - Coronavirus: Considerations for Marketers

Spend is moved towards the 
second half of the year

• This could push up costs as 
competition for inventory 
intensifies.

Spends are 
significantly reduced or cut.

• Marketers that can stay visible 
will have an advantage: 
relatively favorable pricing 
and reduced competition for 
attention.

• Low budget marketing forces
marketers to be creative.
• Reach & Synergies?
• Other touchpoints?

Delays or significant cuts, can come with costs of their own
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When cutting ad spend it's good to realize there’s more 
tools in a marketers kit; experiences are a powerful tool.

Source: 400.000 touchpoint evaluations across 550 Connect studies
https://www.marketingweek.com/forget-about-empathetic-emails-during-coronavirus-and-start-making-your-brand-money/

Product

Price

Place

e.g. contactless delivery

e.g. instore safety measures

e.g. introduction offer

75%

7%

25%

Impact by other Touchpoints

Paid media

TV ads

Touchpoint impact on brand
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What happens when brands go dark? First visibility drops, then Salience.

The chart shows the net change in various brand measures six months after TV advertising stops. Net change is defined as the percentage of brands experiencing 
increasing scores minus the percentage of brands experiencing decreasing scores.

Going dark for less than 6 months usually
means minor damage to the brand

But:

- Basic requirement: Product must be 
available and "visible" - not guaranteed 
at this time

- Larger brands are more affected than 
smaller ones.

Source: Kantar - What happens when brands go dark? August 2018

N
et

 c
ha

ng
e*

Comms. 
awareness

Total
Mentions

Buy
nowadays

Buy most 
often

First
mention

Key
image

Total brand 
awareness

Trial

-39

-21

-13 -11
-9 -8

-5
-3

BASE: No of. 
brands

(632) (836) (376) (501) (627) (232) (840) (744)
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We ran a simulation for a beer brand up to March 2021. Maintaining 50% of 
spend would maintain visibility and significantly reduce sales loss.

Kantar simulations, March 2020

-1%

-13%

Sales 
development: 

-50% spend

-100% spend
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In another simulation for a consumer brand we see clever re-allocation of 
budget reveals potential to grow in both sales & brand strength.

+ 0,5%

+ 0,4%

+ 4,8%

+ 4,1%

- 1,6%

- 1,4%

Normal 
investment

Scenario 1: 
Investment on 
affected TPs* 

stopped

Scenario 2:
Investment on affected 

TPs* stopped, 
optimised invest on 

remaining TPs

Scenario 3:
Investment 

re-distributed to 
remaining TPs

Sales 
Volume 
share **

Brand 
Equity 
share

* Out of Home Advertising (Billboards, Ads in Public Transport), Sports/Event Sponsorship, Cinema Advertising, Brand Stores
**  “Out of your last 10 purchases, how often did you buy each brand?” 57



So when considering to cut marketing cost significantly, keep in mind:

Also see:  IPA’s Advertising Downturn,  WARC’s “Why brands that maintain share of voice in a recession will build long-term equity” , “What we know about 
advertising in a recession”, “How to win during a recession” and many more.

The longer-term 
risks will likely 
outweigh the 
short-term 
benefits.

May be more challenging 
and costly to regain share 

once lost than it is to 
maintain with even modest 

investment.

When dividing reduced 
budget invest with 

consumers in mind.
Maintain strong 

experiences through key 
touchpoints.

Emphasizing short-
term sales, often 

through promotions, can 
have negative brand 
equity repercussions
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planning for 

WHAT’S NEXT

INFORM
What do you (need to) know?

PLAN
What will you do?

EVALUATE
Did it work – what to adapt?
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"The best time to 
plant a tree was 
20 years ago.
The second best 
time is now.”
– Chinese Proverb
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Our calls to action: 

Keep the wheels going, but don‘t go it in it blind
Maintain levels, cleverly reallocate and rely on curators, experts and insights.

Speed, agility and decisiveness are key in crisis times.
Make decisions fast, and adapt along the way.

Be prepared for post-crisis: now is the time for long-term thinking.
Plan for the phases and for different scenarios
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Thanks for 
listening!

niels.bouwman@kantar.comcarol.ansara@kantar.combarbara.vulto@kantar.com

Barbara Carol Niels
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INFORM: Supplement with own data.

Covid-19 Barometer
Providing quick answers on your category & brand; deep-
dives on sectors including retail,  finance, technology & food & 
drink; and understanding of how response differs across 
different audiences.

Across over 50+ markets and over 25,000 consumers.

What are shifts in behaviours and 
attitudes?

Timeline – from 3 days

Context Lab
Digital channels are key during this time. Ensure your content 
has maximum relevance on Facebook, Instagram, Youtube & 
Twitter, so you can optimise the best creative for the best 
platform.

How can I ensure my creative works
online?

Timeline – from 7 days

Connect
Suitable for categories with longer decision making cycles. 
Understand which touchpoints work best for your brand – and 
where you lag behind competitors. Pinpoint whether to 
improve quality or reach, and whether to reallocate budget.
Understand differences during and post crisis & overlay 
Kantar’s touchpoint expert knowledge to arrive at the best 
possible strategy.

At which touchpoints should I be 
present?

Timeline – from 7 weeks
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EVALUATE: Measure success and adapt where needed

CrossMedia
Measure the impact of individual media channels & the entire 
campaign on brand perception. Identify most impactful and 
cost effective channels. Receive recommendations how to 
improve the media mix.

How can I optimize my channel mix?

Timeline – from 8 weeks

Brand Lift Insights
Assess online ad performance in market by measuring impact 
on key brand metrics, benchmarked against the industry. 
Identify which elements (sites, formats, creative units) of the 
campaign are most impactful. Understand the optimum 
contact frequency. Receive recommendations on how to 
optimize campaign-effectiveness in market.

How can I optimize my online ad 
performance?

Timeline – from 8 weeks
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Some of our Kantar Media Predictions are coming true faster than expected:

https://www.kantar.com/Inspiration/Advertising-Media/Media-Predictions-2020

Streaming Wars

Turn up the volume

Content meets trade

Get ready to play
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